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letter  from her husband,  who was  dying in  Italy,  she
wrote :
"I have received, my beloved Sir Humphry, the letter
signed by your hand, with its precious wish of tenderness,
bearing date the ist of March. I start to-morrow, having
been detained here by Drs. Babington and Clarke, till to-day.
I shall travel with all the expedition I can, to arrive not quite
useless. I trust still to embrace you, for so clear and beautiful
expressions and sentiments cannot be the inhabitants of
decay, however of feeble limbs and frame. I shall to the
extremest point hold your wishes sacred, and obey in ready
willingness the spirit even more than the letter of your
order. God still preserve you, and know that the lofty and
noble tone of your letter deepens all love and faith I have
ever borne to you, and believe the words of kind effort will
be a shield to me through life. I cannot add more than that
your fame is a deposit, and your memory a glory, your
life still a hope.
Your ever faithful and affectionate
jane davy."
The able, chilly, intellectual tone of this letter would be
less comforting to most dying men than a simple expression
of human feeling, but it was one of the qualities in his wife
which attracted him when young. It is difficult to believe
she wrote the letter without thought of future publication,
but in it she showed more skill than her husband in any of
his literary writings.
Davy wrote two letters, which will be quoted presently,
that reveal his personal greatness completely; his reply to
Faraday's inquiry for a position, and to the invitation to
study mine dangers. But they are without pure literary
interest.
Davy appears to have been an apothecary's apprentice
before he became specially interested in chemistry. He
writes that he "began the pursuit of chemistry by specula-
tions and theories" and comments that "more mature reflec-
tion convinced me of my errors, of the limitations of our
powers., and the dangers of false generalizations." He

